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1. Brief introduction of the candidate.
TihomiraYordanova Radeva was born on 16 January 1985 in the town of.

She graduated from the University of Chirpan on 18 May Sofia. She graduated with
a Master's degree from the Agrarian University. Currently she holds the position of
assistant professor of management at the University. Her teaching activity is related
to giving lectures and exercises in the disciplines of project management, investment
policy, agricultural policy.

2. Relevance of the problem.
The topic of the dissertation is topical because the vegetable production sector

has the changed economic environment for farms, while vegetable growers do not
have the resources to neutralize the impact of natural and climatic conditions, to
resist competitive pressure and market conditions. ln this context, the sectoral policy
should be given special attention and opportunities for effective management of
impacts should be explored. The need to apply the principles of strategic thinking
and a market-oriented approach to management is also conditioned by the specific
nature of the sector, which requires a lot of resources that are difficult to provide in
today's socio-economic conditions. The specificity of the agricultural sector requires
the application of management approaches that take into account the peculiarities of
the market environment and improve the process of interaction between market
actors. PhD student Radeva focuses on the examination of the nature and specifics
of the management of production and marketing of vegetables, in the context of the
marketing approach.
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3. Aim, objectives, hypotheses and methods of the study.
The main content of the dissertation consists of an introduction, an exposition

in three sections, a conclusion, and a list of the literature used - a total of 174

standard typewritten pages The aim that is defined in the dissertation is to establish

the impact of joint marketing activities in the management of the production and

marketing of vegetables.

The focus of the thesis is determined through the prism of identifying the

factors and processes influencing vegetable production. The object of the research

are agricultural farms growing vegetables in the territory of Southern Bulgaria. The

object of the scientific research are the management (marketing) activities in

planning, implementation and control of the economic activity of agricultural farms.

Doctoral student Radeva accepts the relevant limiting conditions and

constraints of the research, focusing mainly on the economic activity of farmers. This

is achieved by conducting a regional analysis of the business environment and an

analysis of the impact of policy on production decisions in this sub-sector.

Appropriate methods of analysis have been used in the study and have been

correctly selected and applied. The systematic approach, retrospective analysis,

situational analysis, comparative analysis, statistical methods, diagnostic analysis,

predictive analysis, etc. have been applied in conducting the study.

4. lllustration and presentation of the results.
PhD student Radeva has used a wide range of means to illustrate and

summarize the results obtained in tables, graphs and charts, which allow him to
correctly systematize and objectively present the results obtained. A methodological

framework has been developed for the study of the management of marketing

activities to manage the production and marketing of vegetables. Measures and

suggestions are developed to encourage stakeholders to apply marketing

approaches to build capacity in solving current problems in vegetable production.

5. Discussion of results and literature used.
During her work on the dissertation, PhD student Radeva has purposefully

studied a major part of the contemporary specialized scientific literature in relation to
landscape management and the possibilities of deriving theoretical and

methodological formulations within the problems of vegetable production. The
opinions of well-known authors are commented and presented, and the author's

understanding of the research problem is formed on their basis.

Doctoral student Radeva defined and correctly used the terms and theoretical
techniques, at the same time she made an attempt to promote the evidence for the
research response in the specialized literature.



6.Contributions of the dissertation.

丁he dissertation liCOHaborative Marketing Activities for Vegetable

Productton and Markelng Managemenr contains the following maior
contributions and sOlutions.

Scientiflc contributions

Based on an analysis of farrrlersi organisational behaviour, the main factors

influencing the potential for c00peration between farrners are identified. Existing

marketing strategies and approaches in theory and practice are adapted to the

specifics Of the agricultural sector, which is a prerequisite for their successful

application.

Scientirlc and applied cOntributiOns

A methodO10gical framework for the implementation ofjoint marketing activlies

in the management of vegetable productiOn and supply has been developed. The

main ttsks that accompany the implementa‖ On ofioint marketing act市‖ies and their
benefits fOr farrnersare identified.l acceptthe contributions forrnulated by the PhD

student Tihornira Radeva.丁 hey are cOrrect and reflect the results achleved in

the dissertatiOn.

7.Critical cornrnents and questiOns.

I have no substantive criticisms or questions, but l do have one

recornrnendation.ln this direction,l have a recOrnmendatiOn to PhD student Radeva

to bring outthe rnain guidelines,recOrnrnendations and prOposals in an independent

study tO assist the legislator and experts in practice tO support the development of

vegetable prOductiOn in Bulgaria.

8. Published articies and citations.

The PhE)student has published three articles on the topic of the dissertation,

which is the required minimum fOr the degree of doctOr.Also,the total number of

pub‖ cations ensures thatthe national minirnum requirements are rnet.

丁he abstract correctly reflects the content of the dissertation and contains the

necessarylogical sequence.ltincludes the general characteristics ofthe development,

the structure ano COntent and a brief outline of the dissertation,the contributions and

publications On the topic Of the dissertatiOni

靭聯肘奪L曝奪:@壁S:
On the basis ofthe various research methods learned and applied by the PhD

student,the cOrrectly derived experiments,the genera‖zatiOns and conclusiOns drawn,



I consider that the presented dissertation meets the requirements of the Agricultural
University Regulations for its application, which gives me reason to evaluate it
POSITIVE.

The dissertation of Tihomira Yordanova Radeva is an independent research of
a topical problem, developed in depth and containing all the necessary contributions
for the required degree. The doctoral candidate shows in-depth knowledge and

demonstrates the possibilities of conducting independent qualitative scientific research.
The dissertation meets the requirements of the Law on the Organizatlon and Conduct
of Competitions for the Acquisition of Scientific Degrees and Academic Positions at the

Agrarian University.
On the basis of the above, I evaluate positively the development and I propose

to the distinguished members of the Scientific Jury to take a decision to award the
degree of Doctor of Education and Science to Tihomira Yordanova Radeva.
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